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Maybe you're a young dermatologist or plastic surgeon who dreams of starting your own practice. Or maybe
you're an established professional but want to expand your palette of anti-aging services. Either way, you've
probably made an unpleasant discovery: Banks are leery about lending today. Global recessions with seemingly
no end in sight tend to give loan officers sticky fingers.
We have it on good authority that dermatologists and plastic surgeons as a group are less affected by this
problem than physicians in some other branches of medicine. Still, there's no better time than now to absorb
some sound advice on how to approach banks for loans-whether you're a fresh-faced newcomer to the freshface business or a wrinkled veteran at eliminating wrinkles.
Start Small
There's no soft-soaping it: Starting a healthy aging practice is much harder than expanding an existing practice,
even in the flushest of times.
"For young dermatologists starting out, I recommend you start small," advises Jerome Potozkin, MD, who offers
facial rejuvenation, liposuction, body contouring and dermatological care through his practice in Walnut Creek,
CA. "You can always expand. Keep your overhead low. Know what your credit score is and do everything you
can to improve it. Pay your bills on time."
Lasers aren't cheap. Besides the initial acquisition costs, a service contract can cost $7,000 to $12,000 a year,
according to Dr. Potozkin. "Don't feel you have to buy every new laser under the sun," he says. "In fact, renting
rather than purchasing is an option many companies offer. When your volume is low you can rent and schedule
laser days-although the pitfall there is you don't have lasers available whenever patients come in." (Click Page 2
for a list of vendors offering recession-fighting financial incentives.)
Also, young dermatologists "will probably have an easier time getting a loan if they go to a relatively
underserved area, as opposed to an area that has a large number of dermatologists per capita," says Dr.
Potozkin, who began practicing 10 years ago. "There are two schools of thought on this: Go where you want to
live to start a practice or go to where there's a need and be instantly successful. I chose the former. It took me
longer to get started but I'm very happy where I am."
Patience, Prudence
Be patient, prudent, passionate-and start with a spare office and as little debt as possible, advises Dr. David
Edward Marcinko, MBA, CMP™, the CEO of the Institute of Medical Business Advisors Inc., an online and
onground business advisor to physicians that is based in Norcross, GA.
"Patients are looking for passion from you, not lavish trappings," Dr. Marcinko says. "When a banker or a loan
officer sees $175,000 or more of debt they are loath to give a loan-and it's hard to blame them. Purchase a
home after you become a private practitioner. You need to be as close to debt-free as you can be.
"Another thing bankers want to know is, 'If we give you a loan and you start a practice and it fails, how will we be
paid back?' They want an exit strategy."
The good news is dermatology "remains a very lucrative specialty, and in most parts of the country they are in a
shortage position, particularly with the aging population," says Sandra McGraw, JD, MBA, principal and CEO of
the Health Care Group, a financial and legal consulting firm based in Plymouth Meeting, PA., that advises the
American Academy of Dermatology, among other groups.
"I would start with a realistic business plan for why you think this practice can succeed, in the specific location,"
McGraw says. "How many patients do you expect to see? How will they know you are there and available?
Remember that banks lend to all kinds of people, so keep your numbers realistic. Overestimating expenses is
as bad as underestimating them. Then determine how you want the money-usually a fixed loan for a period of
time and then a line of credit as you get your practice going and sometimes need the cash flow."
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Expanding a Practice
Established dermatologists should have an easier time getting loans to expand their practices. They have, one
hopes, a track record of success and assets to put up as collateral.
Mid-career physicians "have cash flow, physician assets and equity to some degree in a house and personal
assets," Dr. Marcinko observes. "Banks can attach loans to personal assets and savings accounts. Ninety-nine
percent of times you must sign a personal asset guarantee. Mid-lifers have assets young ones don't, so midlifers aren't quite the risk. They have businesses that have value and cash flow. Banks like cash flow."
However, even veterans must do some homework before approaching a bank. "You still want to establish why
you want the money and how the expansion will increase your income," McGraw says.
Another tip: If the bank has loans out with reputable vendors, you might ask the loan officer to recommend them
to you as potential contractors. "Sometimes keeping it local and supporting others with loans at the bank can be
helpful," she says.
Dr. Marcinko adds, "Bankers today want you to come in with a well-reasoned, well-thought-out and well-written
business plan. Give bankers a 30-second elevator speech on why you are different. It's really important to ask
yourself, 'What can I offer the community as a doctor in my specialty that nobody else can?' If you bill yourself
as the first dermatologist to do laser surgery, that's a perceived advantage. You purchased the equipment and
learned to use it. But anyone can do that. If you can come up with something that nobody else has or can do,
that's how you're successful in anything." (Click Page 2 for sidebar: Creative Incentives.)
Michael Gibbons is a senior associate editor at ADVANCE.
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